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Yale are proud to offer a brand new range of elegant, decorative hardware
for vertical sliding windows.
The new range has been notably designed to complement and maintain the traditional aesthetics seen on
sash windows, a framework that is most commonly found in British period style homes.

The Vertex range is designed, developed and tested in the UK and is covered under the well established
Yale Lifetime Security Guarantee for added peace of mind.

To find out more about the Yale Vertex range, please visit www.yaledws.co.uk or call 01902 366800.

Keeping the
past present.
NEW Yale Vertex.
Period Sash
Window Furniture.
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Comment
Reports from the industry continue to be positive with claims from all
sectors that business is back to – or better than – pre lockdown levels.
I was amazed at how fast the industry ran for cover when lockdown
was ordered. It was broadly speaking not necessary, as far as the
government was concerned. No-one mentioned manufacturing which
is what we do. Not just the window industry I am sure but it did seem
to take the government by surprise.

Anyway, we are back and, by all accounts, doing OK. The thing to
remember is that it is not over yet.There have been casualties, some
big names too. Likely there will be more.The Furlough scheme ends in
October which will be here all too soon. Banks are toughening their
attitudes too with interest concessions being withdrawn as they plan
for a big bad debt hit.They clearly have no faith in industry's ability to
pay back the overly generous loans the government forced them to
hand out.Testing times are ahead.

It might not be all bad.We may end up with a leaner, fitter industry
though given the history I have to say that it seems unlikely. The
window industry has always shown great resilience and whilst the
financial papers caution against propping up 'dinosaur' companies I see
the phoenixes circling like vultures over the window industry.

From this edition The Fabricator has lost a valuable columnist. For
the past 15 years The CAB column has been a regular slot in our
pages. Regrettably Justin Ratcliffe, CAB CEO for the past 19 years, and
author of the column, has decided to step down.

I first met Justin when he ran a competition for the aluminium
industry called 'Shape Makers' so he and aluminium have a long history
together. Under his stewardship the Council for Aluminium in Building
has grow substantially, increasing the membership as well as the
services offered to members. There are now regular meetings and
conferences to inform members and keep them in touch with
developments both technical and strategic. The CAB Pavilion, which
gave members access to exhibitions which they otherwise might not
have had, has become a regular feature at a number of events.

I know Justin is planning a holiday before he moves on to his next
challenge, the team at The Fabricator wish him every success and we
hope to see him back in these pages in the future. John Roper
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The government’s Green Homes
Grant Scheme announced by

Chancellor Rishi Sunak is said to be
causing concern in the glazing industry
by encouraging homeowners to delay
work which the sector needs now in
order to recover from the slowdown
caused by the pandemic.

Eurocell plc is joining other glazing
businesses, in calling for greater clarity
around the scheme and for the start
date to be brought forward so that it
doesn’t risk damaging the sector.

The Green Homes Grant Scheme
will see eligible homeowners receive
vouchers of up to £5,000 to pay for
environmentally friendly improvements,
including double glazing. Unlike many
recent government plans to help the UK
economy, this scheme will not start
until September.

Since the announcement, a large
number of window orders are said to
have been cancelled as homeowners
seek to save money by upgrading their
homes later in the year when the
vouchers are available.

Mark Kelly, CEO at Eurocell, says:
“The government’s Green Homes
Grant Scheme is a great initiative for
stimulating the home improvement

market, but by being announced with
only minimal details and with several
months until implementation it
currently stands to cause more harm
than good for the industry.

“The typical value for an installed
replacement window is around £450, so
by offering £5,000 vouchers,
homeowners are seeing the value of an
entire home window refit coming their
way and orders are being put on hold
which the glazing industry needs now if
it is to recover from the lockdown.” ❐

Slowdown

Summit
2021

NEWS
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The annual Glazing Summit
conference, due to take place in

October,has been postponed until 2021
due to uncertainties around social
distancing.

Organised by Insight Data and
Purplex Marketing, the event brings
together leaders from across the supply
chain to discuss best-practice and
debate industry trends and
developments.

Andrew Scott, founder of the Glazing
Summit, says:“We recognise that all live
events have been cancelled or
postponed so far this year, and although
the Glazing Summit is still four months

Baroness Diana Maddock
(1945 – 2020)

A real
champion

away we have taken the view that social
distancing measures are still likely to be
in place, and the right decision is to
postpone until next year.” ❐

Andrew Scott

Mark Kelly

Baroness Maddock, who died on June
26th, was a strong advocate for

social equality and energy-efficient
homes and had been president of the
National Home Improvement Council
since January 2015.

She originally stood as vice president
for the council since the mid 90’s
working alongside then-president Lord
Ezra of Horsham and during her time
continued to champion initiatives to

reduce fuel poverty and improve the
nation's homes.

In her final communication with the
council Lady Maddock expressed her
enjoyment at the time she spent with
members over the years and
commended the brilliant way the
council serves its members and the
wider home improvement industry.

Chief executive Anna Scothern says:
“We were greatly saddened to hear that
Diana has lost her hard-fought battle
and I have been overwhelmed by the
response from members, as they have
reflected on their memories of Diana
and the excellent works she did for the
sector.

“An impressive Lady who certainly
left her mark in so many ways. Diana
was a real champion for the NHIC and
will be greatly missed.

“The work of the NHIC was enriched
by Baroness Maddock, her contribution
and enthusiasm, something I am sure
will be built upon further as a fitting
legacy to her memory and motivation
to those who follow.” ❐



NEW
Slimline SL16
integral blinds
Ideal for composite doors and vertical slidingwindows
Slider or cord controlled options Available in white, beige or silver
ONLY fromMorley Glass & Glazing

Quotes
available in
60 minutes.

ORDER TODAY

Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723

from

www.morleyglass.co.uk

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial

Estate, Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH
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At Insight Data, we’ve often talked about how much
the fenestration landscape has changed in recent

years. Businesses have collapsed. Mergers, acquisitions
and consolidations have all become much more common.

But none of us could’ve anticipated the scale of the shift
that 2020, and the coronavirus pandemic, would bring.

At the time of writing, the general feeling in our industry
seems quite positive.We’ve come back after lockdown and
found that demand for glazing products hasn’t evaporated
– in fact, it’s thriving, with many Insight customers
reporting that they’re having record weeks for leads and
sales.

However, we’re certainly not out of the woods yet.
Economists and policy-makers are still predicting the
pandemic will cause severe economic fallout throughout
the second half of 2020, and, unfortunately, that means
we’re likely to see further disruption in our industry.

One key moment will come in October, when the
government’s multibillion-pound Job Retention Scheme
comes to an end. At that stage, we’ll see whether the
market has recovered to a point where Britain’s glazing
businesses can do without it, or whether it’ll lead some
companies to collapse.

One thing we know for sure is that, during this
incredibly challenging and unpredictable period, insight
will be more important than ever – and that’s why we’ve
seen a surge of interest in what we, and our comprehensive
sales and marketing platform, Salestracker can provide.

Unparalleled insight, available 24/7
Salestracker is Insight Data’s online portal, which

combines a comprehensive prospect database with a
powerful CRM system and an integrated email marketing
platform – STEM.

Salestracker brings together live data for over 60,000
potential customers, including contact details and
business information such as key decision makers,
suppliers, output and credit ratings. Whether it’s
architects, housebuilders, main contractors, local builders
or fellow professionals from the fenestration industry,
Salestracker allows you to target the right prospective
customer for your business.

At the heart of Salestracker is what we call ‘real-time
data’ – hugely valuable information on Britain’s glazing
businesses that we put through an in-depth seven-stage
verification process to ensure its accuracy.

Insight Data’s team of expert in-house researchers make
over 20,000 calls per month to gather and update the
records we hold, and through a direct feed with a leading
credit reference agency, we’re able to check companies’
finances, and identify companies that have gone bust,
moved location or changed directors.

This means our 700+ users, including major systems
companies, fabricators, component suppliers and
manufacturers, always have access to the most up-to-date

Jade Greenhow, operations director at Insight Data, explains why the uncertainties that
coronavirus brings have made accurate, up-to-date market intelligence more important than ever
before

Still making tracks

data and market intelligence.
What’s more, Salestracker is instantly accessible, 24

hours a day, seven days a week. Compatible with PCs,
laptops, tablets or mobiles, it’s at your fingertips, wherever
you are.

The difference between surviving and thriving
But that’s not all.With Salestracker, you can combine all

that insight with powerful, user-friendly email marketing.
STEM is the industry’s first and only dedicated email

marketing platform, harnessing the power of
Salestracker’s unrivalled prospect data.

Now, customers create a list of contacts from our
database, then design and build dynamic email campaigns
in HTML or using an intuitive drag-and-drop design
suite.

Once it’s sent, STEM will effectively track any
responses, leads or enquiries using an in-built landing
page, and transferring them to the Salestracker CRM,
ready to be followed up by your sales team. ❐

Jade Greenhow



Give Daz a call - he will put you in touch with your local Roto expert.

Call 0800 260 5661 (Ireland: 1800 94 36 39)
www.roto-frank.com/gb
Follow us on LinkedIn Roto Western Europe

Optical seal

Chromium VI-free passivation

Corrosion protection system
with microcrystalline structure

Base material: steel

Surface structure of a connection element

The standard salt spray test is the usual
way to assess the corrosion resistance of
window hardware.

There’s just one problem.

Corrosion on elements such as rivets, screws
and sliding components doesn’t count in the
final assessment.

It’s not a guarantee of how well hardware will
perform out in the real world.

So, when our engineers developed the new
RotoSil Level 6 surface coating, they also
created an extreme “changing climate test”.

This test takes into account both humidity and
extreme temperature fluctuations – and it covers
all parts of the hardware.

RotoSil Level 6 has a cathodic protection system.

If the top surface is eroded, the zinc layer
creates a galvanic reaction, protecting the steel
underneath.

All said, it’s the most advanced coating in the
industry.

Another of many reasons to look at changing to
Roto.

Protecting all parts. No exceptions.



At the start of lockdown, the Health and Safety
Executive's (HSE) general approach was to work with

employers to ensure compliance and to issue enforcement
notices to help secure improvements where appropriate.

However, as the phased return to work has progressed,
the general tone has changed. HSE is now making it plain
that prosecution will be a consideration in appropriate
cases. It has reported over 1,000 spot checks after it
resumed inspections at the end of May.

For many in the construction industry, work will need to
be done on site or in the office, as it cannot be carried out
at home – and that work will now need to be planned and
carried out very differently than it used to be, with social
distancing and other control measures to reduce the
spread of Covid-19 in mind. The HSE will review the
adequacy of these working arrangements during random
spot checks.

There will also be a significant number of workers who
will be able to continue working from home, and if
working from home becomes the new normal, resulting in
new working arrangements for larger numbers of workers
than before lockdown, then we expect the HSE to begin to
look more rigorously at what measures employers are
taking to ensure the safety of these workers too.

Here's what construction businesses need to know about
the latest guidance:

● Social distancing: 2m/1m+ with mitigation
The 2m rule has been relaxed in favour of a 1m plus

approach. Employers and employees are now advised to
maintain a distance of 2m apart,

or 1m with risk mitigation
where 2m is not viable. The
primary objective remains to
maintain a 2m distance where
possible.

For the construction
industry, the Construction

Leadership Council's Site
Operating Guidelines

version 5 (last updated
on 4 July) provides
further industry
guidance, including
on ways to mitigate
risk where
maintaining a 2m
distance is not
possible.

The CITB
has also
produced a
number of

HEALTH AND SAFETY MATTERS
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Stepping up safety
checklists and forms (under the section Site Operating
Procedures/COVID-19 Site Safety Checklists and Forms)
– which tie in with the Construction Leadership Council's
latest guidelines mentioned above.

● Vulnerable workers
Employers should take into specific consideration any

workers who may be particularly vulnerable.This includes
‘clinically extremely vulnerable’ workers who have been
advised that they should be shielded by remaining at home
and also applies to workers living with someone in the
shielded group.

The HSE states that shielded workers cannot return to
workplaces before at least 31st July 2020 in Scotland, from
1st August 2020 in England and from 16th August 2020
in Wales when shielding is paused.

● Businesses need to put in place controls to reduce the
risk to those individuals:

❑ Taking every possible step to enable working from
home

❑ If working from home is not possible, regularly
reviewing your risk assessment and do everything
‘reasonably practicable’ to protect those workers from
harm e.g. offering the option of the safest available on-site
roles, enabling them to maintain social distancing
guidelines (2m, or 1m with risk mitigation where 2m is not
viable), and

❑ If they cannot maintain social distancing, you should
carefully assess whether this involves an acceptable level of
risk.

● PPE - Face masks
The guidance remains that the

use of personal protective
equipment (PPE), such as face
masks and visors, should be a last
resort. The guidelines for non-
medical workplaces state that
the risk of Covid-19 ‘…
needs to be managed
through social
distancing, hygiene
and fixed teams or
partnering, not
through the use of
PPE’.

Employers should
stress that the control
measures put in place
to reduce the spread
of Covid-19, such as
those relating to

The construction industry has been hit hard by Covid-19, with large numbers of sites shutting and
many workers being furloughed – but over recent weeks we have seen those sites reopening and
workers returning. Partner Jon Cooper (pictured right), and managing associate Ashley Borthwick
(pictured left), at law firm Womble Bond Dickinson discuss the HSE’s changed approach

Ashley Borthwick Jon Cooper
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❑ Assessing and managing the risks of using display
screen equipment such as computers and laptops. A
workstation assessment should be carried out in respect of
people working from home on a long-term basis and
regularly reviewed.

❑ Managing work-related stress via, for example,
communication, support and providing additional
resource.

● NHS Test &Trace
The NHS Test & Trace Service provides testing for

anyone who has symptoms of COVID-19, traces and alerts
‘close recent contacts’, and, where necessary, notifies them
of the need to self-isolate to help stop the spread of the
virus. Guidance has been published for employers.
Employers are encouraged to support workers who are
required to self-isolate; for example, by not placing
pressure on workers to return to work, finding alternative
work from home if appropriate (this may include finding
an alternative role), and ensuring that the worker is
receiving sick pay if working at home is not possible.

Appointing a central point of contact in the business to
assist the NHS tracers in the event that a worker tests
positive could help to limit the scope of business
disruption, especially if strict social distancing measures
are being observed.

● More guidelines but the general approach remains the
same

The official guidelines for the construction industry are
available here (Working Safely During Coronavirus
(Covid-19) in Construction and Other OutdoorWork, last
updated 10 July 2020), and can be summarised as:

1. Carry out a Covid-19 risk assessment.
2. Develop cleaning, hand washing and hygiene

procedures.
3. Help people to work from home.
4. Maintain 2m social distancing, where possible.
5. Where people cannot be 2m apart, manage

transmission risk.

● We are here to help
Should you have any queries or require any assistance in

relation to workplace health and safety matters, our
dedicated health and safety team would be delighted to
assist. ❐

hygiene and social distancing, must still be adhered to by
those who chose to wear PPE. There is a danger that the
use of PPE provides a false sense of security, and may
increase the risk of transmission if not used and disposed
of appropriately. It is however recognised that some
workers feel more comfortable wearing a face mask even if
it's not required by their employer. Employers are
encouraged to support these workers by, for example,
providing information regarding their safe use and
disposal.

It is worth noting also that wearing a face covering is
required by law for travelling as a passenger on public
transport in England, including travelling on public
transport for work, such as for site visits. Commuting from
home to your ordinary place of work is not within the
remit of health and safety legislation. However, if the travel
is required for work purposes, like a site visit, then the
employer should provide a face covering/mask if the
employee is required to use public transport.

● Temperature screening
Temperature screening is not a recommendation in the

guidelines. However, this practice has been adopted by a
number of organisations as an initial warning system,
particularly those in the construction sector. Issues to
consider are:

❑ Information relating to temperature screening will
need to be processed in accordance with data protection
laws. The UK data protection regulator, the ICO, has
produced guidance for employers relating to this issue.

❑ A transparent and fair policy needs to be implemented
in relation to who is tested and when to prevent any
allegations relating to victimisation and/or discrimination.

❑ Ensuring that the screening process (including
communication of results) is conducted in a way that
respects the individual's privacy.

❑ Providing training to those conducting the testing and
put in place control measures to ensure their safety.

❑ Be clear on the process to be followed in the event that
a temperature test result is disputed.

● Working from home – the new norm?
Employers have the same health and safety

responsibilities for home workers as for any other workers.
HSE has developed its guidance on the issues that
employers should consider specifically in relation to home
workers including:

❑ Keeping in touch with home workers to ensure that
they are healthy and safe, have appropriate supervision
and do not feel isolated.

HEALTH AND SAFETY MATTERS

If you're interested in finding out more about this issue,
Womble Bond Dickinson is hosting a Health and Safety
webinar on 28 July. www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk/



During this period, Yale has been preparing its
operations and functionality for a post lockdown era,
rapidly gearing up for higher volumes and returning
employees from furlough. All while sales and customer
services teams have continued to stay on top of order
books and immediate requirements, and supported direct
customers to ensure the adaption to their short term
needs.

With revised
manufacturing and office
layouts, new ways of
operating, stringent cleaning,
and hygiene routines
throughout all of Yale’s sites,
employee safety is the first
priority.Yale has also worked
closely with its suppliers and
logistics partners to ensure
that it has the materials to
support operations and the
fulfillment of growing
customer requirements.

Paul Atkinson, sales and
commercial director at Yale,
says: “Ultimately, the safety
and welfare of our employees
has steered our response to
the situation. Our
operational staff have

continued to work within safe environments which
conform to government, and our own, stringent safety
guidelines and practices. Where possible, office staff have
continued to work from home and are still focused on
progressing business improvement and key product
innovation projects, all in preparation for this market
resurgence.

“We have seen export markets bounce back, closely
followed by the UK market. Countries that were in
lockdown ahead of the UK are now back at work with
orders and deliveries in high-demand and we see this
happening week by week in the UK.We hope this growth
is sustained and indicative of what’s to come for the rest of
2020 and into 2021 for the UK.” ❐

www.yaledws.co.uk

HARDWARE
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Since mid-March, Yale has continued to operate at an
albeit reduced level to ensure a productive yet safe

working environment for employees, and manageable
progression in the supply chain.

The majority of the brand’s product sales are
manufactured in the UK or sourced from
ASSA ABLOY factories around the world –
these short supply chains are inherently strong
and flexible which, in turn, has allowedYale to
adjust its operations to meet market demand
and customer requirements.

Due to the strength of Yale’s operations,
dedicated employees, and the preparation
work it has undertaken, the brand has retained
its inherent commitment to quality and continuity of
supply during the Covid crisis, while providing its
customers with the peace of mind that Yale is more than
prepared for the vigorous market recovery we are
currently experiencing.

During the lockdown, Yale’s team of technical experts
have been working continuously on new product
development, and as such have been able to launch the
brand new Yale Vertex range of decorative window
hardware for vertical sliding windows earlier than
anticipated.

Additionally, the security hardware experts at Yale are
also in the late stages of developing a new smart door and
window product range, designed to fit into the frame with
existing hardware, aimed primarily at the fabricator.

Meeting demand
As lockdown eases and businesses start to adapt to a new normal,Yale continues to manufacture in
the UK to meet the market recovery



Show the difference
to your customers

Find out more at bfrc.org

British Fenestration Rating Council

Proof your products will perform as promised
Energy efficiency is invisible. But if customers can’t
see the energy performance of your windows or
doors, how will they know to prefer them?

BFRC provides scientific and impartial proof of
energy performance in windows and doors. We are
the UK’s most trusted ratings council, with the most
widely used rating system.

The BFRC rainbow confirms your products have
been independently verified by experts and
you have been assessed to ensure products will
perform as promised.

This gives installers and homeowners the evidence
they need to make the right choice for each home’s
energy performance requirements.



more than one billion items
held at any one time.

Staying on top of
costs
Shipping, delivery and
customs costs vary hugely
depending on the type of
service offered by suppliers –
all of which needs to be
factored into the cost of
every product. For example,
the choice of European port
for delivery, and whether it is
a full container load (FCL)
or less than container load
(LCL) – a ten tonne load can
be more expensive to get
from port than a 20 tonne container.

Then there are import duties and anti-dumping duties
(ADD). ADD on carbon and stainless steel screws and
fixings varies from an additional 20% up to 87% of the
total import value, depending on country of origin and
even the supplier. And ADD covers most major exporting
countries including China, Taiwan, Malaysia and
Philippines and is constantly being reviewed and often
charged retrospectively.

The good news is that with in-depth knowledge in these
areas and decades of experience of importing, it is possible
to offer relative stability for customers.We have to stay on
top of all the factors that affect the supply chain, so that
only in exceptional circumstances will product quality,
availability and cost unexpectedly change.

Finally, a note of caution on what all this means for the
cost of each fastener.The pressure of trying to hold down
prices during difficult market conditions inevitably leads
to some fastener suppliers taking quality risks. Remember
though, that while cheaper fasteners are attractive at first
to save money, they can be detrimental to the quality of
finished windows and doors and damaging from a
reputational point of view. Our approach is to never
compromise on quality and instead use our supply chain
expertise to help customers by mitigating the impact of a
volatile cost environment in the most effective ways. ❐

www.rapierstar.com

HARDWARE
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As frustrating and difficult as the pandemic-related
supply chain problems were for many consumers, in

many cases they have been relatively short-lived. Longer
term supply chain issues can, however, be far more
damaging for manufacturers, particularly for the door and
window sector when the supply of essential, specialist
components dries up.

Smaller, high volume items like the fasteners used in
window and door assembly are, despite their size and tiny
unit cost, so important that running out quickly brings a
production to a halt.That’s why supply chain continuity is
vital and requires ongoing focus.

Supply chain resilience
While the work involved in keeping fasteners on tap goes
largely unnoticed, continuous investment is needed to
minimise the bumps in the road. It is an investment that
Rapierstar has been undertaking since its formation in
1992, which today ensures supply risks can be effectively
mitigated. As a result, during these turbulent times
window and door manufacturers can have complete
confidence that their fastener supply chain is robust.

Key to this is our strategy to deal directly with
manufacturers rather than agents. This ensures quality
consistency can be maintained because suppliers’
factories and finished goods are routinely checked. So, the
cost of failures – be that late deliveries, product quality
issues, incorrect packaging or anything else – can be
managed internally without impacting on customers.

Finance, currency fluctuations and stock
costs
Anyone with experience of sourcing overseas will know
the complexities of when suppliers expect to be paid and
lengthy lead times. This can mean payments are needed
months in advance, especially as container ships are now
‘slow steaming’ to achieve better fuel economy. So, instead
of paying 60 days net monthly from European suppliers,
this is three months earlier.

Remember too that most exporters trade in US dollars
(USD). So, an attractive price when ordering can become
a poor price at the time of arrival if the USD weakens.

Extended lead times of 5-8 months also have an impact
on stockholding. This is why Rapierstar holds significant
stocks at our UK warehouse and distribution centre with

Unbreaking
the chain

How well are you currently able to source your usual raw materials, components and services as
‘normality’ begins to return post-lockdown? asks Andy Holland technical and marketing manager at
Rapierstar

Andy Holland





20 colours on a 15 working day lead time.This investment
gives our customers, and their installer customers a clear
advantage and the ability and confidence to sell colour. It’s
working too. Before lockdown, our bigger fabricators were
comfortably selling over 50% colour, now many customers
are selling 60-70% colour.

Kurt Greatrex, sales director, explains how colour sets
Dekko Windows apart: “Other fabricators might offer a
handful of colours, but they can’t match our 30
colourways from stock across a full suite of products.
Deceuninck’s support is critical. Their investment in
warehousing, logistics and foiling lets us sell colour with
confidence. Deceuninck holds £4.5m of foiled products in
the warehouse so we know anything we order – from a
single length of profile to a stillage – will be on our next
delivery.”

Jake Dickman, production manager from SignWindows
agrees: “Colour with Deceuninck is brilliant. It doesn’t
matter what you choose, you know it’s going to be there on
the next delivery. Even ‘special’ colours have quick

Consumers have spent the past few months at home,
thinking how to improve their properties. The

majority aren’t going on holiday this year so they’re
spending money from enforced savings during lockdown
on improving their homes instead.

Of course, some homeowners have been affected by the
lockdown more than others. Younger, lower income
households were already under financial pressure and
their jobs are more at risk. That will squeeze the mass
middle-to-budget market further. In contrast premium
buyers, a growing group of older homeowners whose
homes have appreciated greatly in value, have even more
money to spend improving their properties. The latest
figures show house prices have continued to rise over the
pandemic and will continue to rise in value over the years.
That’s good for fabricators and installers selling premium
product in the upper third of the market, but competition
will be tougher everywhere else.

Adapting to a changing market
Most fabricators and installers have made a safe return

to work by adapting to this new market and new way of
working. By June, all Deceuninck fabricators had started
back.We helped them adjust by supplying PPE and giving
advice and guidance on social distancing in the workplace,
but these adjustments are not just limited to the factory.
Fabricators and installers are learning to adapt to remote
selling because people want to minimise the risk of
infection.They also need a sharper competitive edge to do
well and sell more effectively.We’ve been talking about the
importance of the right products and colour mix for some
time, but it will be even more important after lockdown
ends.

So, post-lockdown, fabricators need to choose their
suppliers carefully. If we learned one thing from the
coronavirus crisis, it's the need for reliable supply chains.
In a recent Federation of Master Builders survey of small
builders and tradesmen, 80% of those who stopped work
said they had to because their supplier couldn’t supply
them with products or materials. Every link in the chain
must work.

Foundations built on supporting customers
That understanding has been at the core of

Deceuninck’s thinking. Our foundations are built on
giving customers beautiful windows and doors to sell at
the top end of the market, backed by robust, reliable
service and on-time in-full deliveries.We’ve invested in the
supply chain to keep our warehouse full to the brim with
30 colourways from stock across the full Heritage
Collection with all matching cills, end caps, trims, and
ancillaries to make a perfect job.We also supply a further

As we emerge from lockdown, there are many positive signs of recovery.There will be challenges
and casualties, with Aperture, formerly Synseal, the first big name to go.There are rumours about
national direct sell companies too. But much of the home improvement market is currently
booming writes Rob McGlennon Deceuninck MD

COVER STORY
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turnarounds of 3-4 weeks, which is incredible compared to
the rest of the industry! Since switching to Deceuninck,
our sales of colour have gone from 10-15% to nearer
40%.”

Mike Parczuk, managing director of Sternfenster says:
“We are in a competitive marketplace and product choice,
colours and finishes have become as important as lead
times and price. Customer demand is becoming more
about the aesthetics of a window as it helps homeowners
change the look of their properties and enhance their
homes.

“Colour plays a huge part in this. We are quick to
recognise growing trends and pride ourselves on
responding quickly to customer appetite. We recently
made a tactical decision to hold more coloured profile in
stock to keep up with demand from our customer base.

“Deceuninck’s colour range, product quality, service
and deliveries are very good. Our ability to respond
quickly to customers, knowing that whatever we order
from Deceuninck will arrive on our next delivery, gives us
a big sales advantage.”

Success through partnerships
Deceuninck has always stuck to the principle that we

only do well if our customers do well. As we continue to
emerge from this crisis, strong partnerships are even more
critical for fabricators who want to survive and prosper.
Support is available to all customers, as Neil Dattani,
managing director of Nu-Era Doors says: “Deceuninck
has been instrumental in Nu-Era’s success. They saw our
potential and helped us grow and, from the start, nurtured
our business with marketing support, a fantastic product
range and excellent customer service. Deceuninck has a
small, effective team and we always know we can pick up
the phone and speak to them.

“It doesn’t matter how big or small you are, Deceuninck
cares. We moulded ourselves on the Deceuninck model.
Like Deceuninck, we’re focused on our customers and
giving them an unbeatable service.” ❐

Rob McGlennon



gasket and you have a solution that meets all the
performance standards you could require for a domestic
situation.”

Tests have shown the Roto system to be resistant to
driving rain and draughts according to EN 1027 / 12208
(Class 7A) and EN 1026 / 12207 (Class 3).

“Other advantages of this system include security,” says
Nenye. “With our high performance V-cams, you can
make an installation that complies with burglary
resistance requirements such as PAS 24.

“Another aspect to bear in mind is aesthetics. Using the
NT Designo concealed hinges, you can have the same
level of performance and protection with no visible pivot
rests or stay bearings on the interior of the room.With the
concealed option we can still support sashes up to 150
kg”.

For accessible windows, the hardware manufacturer has
just launched the Roto NX Comfort Window
specification. “This is a tilt&turn window, based on a tilt-
first format, which is very easy to operate via a handle
placed on the bottom horizontal.” says Nenye.

“It can be used in any room situation to make it easier
for wheelchair users, or for example in kitchens where
windows behind worktops are often harder to reach for
people with limited mobility”. Another use for this
window is in a child’s room. “The handle, being lower, is
easy and safe to reach and the mechanism can be
restricted to tilt-only, allowing a child to ventilate their
room in safety.

“This window can also be used in buildings such as
schools, hospitals and hotels, with turn mode for cleaning
and maintenance reserved for keyholders.”

The positive control mechanism connects the tilt
operation directly to the movement of the handle. “This
makes the window easy to operate and gives the user a
feeling of confidence that they are in control,” he says.

Nenye says that these are just two of a number of Roto
specifications which improve accessibility. “Bear in mind
that our sliding systems, such as Patio Inowa and Patio
Life, also have barrier-free thresholds,” he says. “If you are
a fabricator and have been asked to supply windows with
accessibility features, or if you want to add this capability
to your product range Roto offers full technical support
on all our products.” ❐

www.facebook.com/RotoFrankSA/

HARDWARE
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Where barrier free access is specified, Roto’s Zero
Barrier system will work on standard entrance

doors and balcony doors that use either tilt&turn or turn-
only systems on both PVC and timber.

“Zero Barrier brings together a number of hardware
elements to create a low threshold with no compromise on
weather sealing or thermal performance”, says Vesa
Nenye, head of customers and markets for Roto UK and
Ireland.

“The system is built around our Texel automatic floor-
to-door gasket, which activates when the door leaf is
closed. The low-profile Eifel TB threshold contains a
thermal break to help reduce heat convection. Add to that
our weather profile strip and the use of Deventer universal

All areas
access

Accessibility is a key consideration for designers of modern homes and public buildings. In recent
times, legislation and best practice guidance have continued to place further importance on this
aspect of building design, particularly with regard for people with disabilities and those who are
elderly or infirm



P&P
Manufacturers of Quality Windows Doors and Conservatories

Over 30 Years Manufacturing Experience
24/7 Quoting and Ordering

Competitive Prices
Friendly Customer Service

Family Run

www.pandptradewindowsanddoors.com
sales@pandptradewindowsanddoors.com

P&P
Trade Windows and Doors Ltd

01935 825900 01935 823251
Unit 8&9 Great Western Road, Martock, Somerset TA12 6HB  

TRADE WINDOWS AND DOORS LTD



subject areas of science, technology, engineering, arts and
mathematics.

The £800,000 project is expected to bring economic
and cultural growth to the county of Bridgend, developing
further employment and training opportunities in the
region in line with the Welsh Government’s strategic
priorities. ❐

www.dudleys.uk.com
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Welsh aluminium fabricator, Dudley’s Aluminium,
has secured two new projects with ISG which will

benefit students across South Wales.The first build, a
contract in excess of half a million pounds, is Cardiff
University’s Computer Science and Maths building. The
project will bring together the two departments into one
world-leading facility, providing opportunities for greater
collaboration and research as well as improving the
student experience.

Designed by the SouthWales studio of national practice
Stride Treglown with renowned design studio, Adjaye
Associates, the building on Senghennydd Road in Cathays
will support the growth of both departments.

Dudley’s will be using a selection of Kawneer products
on the build including manually and automatically
operated windows and doors, and both SSG and capped
curtain walling.

The second build it’s working on with ISG is the
STEAM Academy in Bridgend.The academy, situated at
Bridgend College’s campus in Pencoed, will be a flagship
for showcasing 21st century teaching and learning in the

Building STEAM

An artist’s impression of STEAM academy

Sheerline has launched Classic, its first residential
aluminium window system, an ideal high performance

replacement for traditional slim steel windows. The
system is the result of substantial investment, research and
development. Designed from the ground up, Sheerline
Classic is an ultra secure, ultra slim, beadless aluminium
system that offers exceptional performance.

Tested to PAS24:2016 enhanced strength and security
accreditation, the patented corner method allows each
window to be individually hand tuned for a flawless finish
which eliminates stepped corners.

Engineered for high performance, the Sheerline Classic
system uses Thermavic multi-chambered thermal breaks
to give U-Values as low as 1.4 W/(m2K) in double glazed
windows. ❐

www.garnalex.com

Classic, simple

An artist’s impression of Cardiff University –
Computer science and Maths building



Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG
Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk
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The NHIC has formed a new strategic forum to bring
together many of the major organisations

representing the home improvement sector. The forum
will discuss key issues affecting the sector as the industry
moves out of lockdown during the Covid-19 pandemic.As
well as trade associations representing home improvement
companies, there will also be representation from local
authority building control and companies within the
sector. The first meeting was held on Wednesday 24 June
with the Glass and Glazing Federation (GGF)
representing the glass and glazing sector.

Anna Scothern, chief executive of NHIC says: “The
strategic forum will be a weekly video-meeting that will
provide the formal place for NHIC members and
#inittogether partners to come together to critically
interpret proposals, build constructive alternatives and
develop a clear voice of the sector. It will provide the home
improvement sector with a strong platform to represent
the industry’s perspective and table solutions to key
government departments.”

James Lee, GGF director of external affairs says: “With
the many challenges and ongoing developments around
the impact of Covid-19, it is essential for trade bodies
across the home improvement sector to come together. In
addition, with the return to work and the end of the Brexit
transition period on 31st December 2020, it will be a
crucial six months for the home improvement sector and
vital that we tackle the issues together.”

The GGF will represent the glass, glazing and
fenestration sectors at the NHIC strategic forum and pass
news and developments to members and the wider
industry. ❐

www.ggf.org.uk

Sharing a voice

Room-height window walls with sliding doors
create an uninterrupted view in a single-family
house in SouthTyrol.To avoid having to make any
compromises on thermal protection, the energy-
saving glazing units were manufactured with
Swisspacer warm edge spacer bars.
Maximum light penetration and the highest
requirements for thermal insulation and
imperviousness are also the fundamental reason
why the window designers at Finstral use
Swisspacer warm edge spacer bars in their
energy-saving glazing units.The small components
make a big contribution to reducing thermal
losses in the glazing and improving the energy-
efficiency of buildings.With their extremely low
lambda values, they ensure, depending on the
frame material and glazing, minimal transmission
of heat at the edge of the insulating glass and a
low Uw value in both windows and façades. ❐

www.swisspacer.com

Anna Scothern



Creative
website design

from £400

Top agency
design but not
the cost
We supply cost effective
solutions, for both large
organisations and smaller
enterprises, whether
consumer based or
business to business.

In partnership with
our clients we deliver
successful solutions,
working on an individual
project basis or as a
regular support service.

Whether you are
looking to launch a new
website, revamp an
existing site, manage
your website content,
start selling on the
internet or are looking
at email marketing.
We are here to help.

With over 30 years
experience supplying
design and advertising
solutions for the web
and print, we are ideally
suited to provide you
with the competitive
edge. To be a winner in
your marketplace.

For more
information telephone
07784 268685
or cotact us by email at
info@stevebryant.co.uk

www.stevebryant.co.uk



Tel: 07932 243008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Baypole Jacks

Colours

Aluminium
Bi-Folding doors

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £5.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka
CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX

Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305

E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

e as £5.00 eac£5.50

Access Systems

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions
● Electric Strikes
● Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets

01202 676262
info@alpro.co .uk
www.alpro.co.uk

Aluminium Fabricators

Conservatory Roofs

Fly/Insect Screens

www.kolorseal.co.uk
sales@kolorseal.co.uk

Tel: 0121 740 0217
Kolorseal Midlands

Tel: 01924 454856
Kolorseal

Window openers

Colours

Glass Handling



Machinery

Limited
SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

www.wmduk.com
WE PROVIDE A FAST, FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE

All makes of New Machinery at competitive prices
Large selection of Refurbished Machinery
Part Exchange welcome
All machines supplied with warranties
Highly skilled service engineers for all your repairs,
breakdowns and servicing
Fast response spares department

SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

Tel: 0113 393 8939
Email: sales@wmduk.com

WE PROVIDE A FAST, FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE

G llGemskilGeGG s llem kilGG iGemskill

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

Machinery

Sawing and Machining as it should be

01493 742348
Ask for machine sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

ZX3 550 – 650
per weekAUTOFLOW-2 350 – 450

per week ZX5 800 – 1100
per week

Profile Bending

Profile Bending

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profiifile bending arch
and angle specialists

■ 7-10 working day turn
around

■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Recycling

MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED

BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

THE YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE

www.theyardrc.co.uk

Spares for Repairs

Racking Systems



Window Bags & Display Cases

Machinery

Tel: 07932 243008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

Window Protection Film

Andywrap®Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Call Freephone:
0800 0850006
sales@andywrap.net

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
IIINNNDDDUUUSSSTTTRRRYYY FFFOOORRR OOOVVVEEERRR 222555 YYYEEEAAARRRSSS

INSTALL

SPECIALISTS TO UPVC AND
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

SAVE TIME & MONEY – We are Scotland’s number one contact for
new or secondhand machinery required to manufacture aluminium or

uPVC windows or doors. With over 25 years experience, we can supply
anything from starter packs to full turnkey packages.

For buying or selling Contact:

John Thomson on Tel: 0141 949 0440
Mobile: 07774 144156 or Email: thomsonjohn7@aol.com

UNIT 7, Great Western Business Park,Allerdyce Court, Glasgow

MACHINE SALES & SERVICE

G15 6RY



@insightdata

Insight Data’s online platform, SalestrackerTM, is designed
to help sales and marketing people win more business.

Call 01934 808 293,
or email hello@insightdata.co.uk
for a free online demo.

Instantly target new customers
from our database of 60,000
fabricators, installers, builders,
contractors, merchants and
architects.

Access in-depth business
information to help your sales
team win more business - and
avoid bad risk prospects.

Open up new customers
and routes to market across
commercial, new build, trade
and merchants.

1 2 3New customers MARKET INTEL DIVERSIFY

New
customers

Market
Intel

Diversify

www.insightdata.co.uk



Allied Glazing Systems
0114 243 3595
www.allied-glazing.co.uk
Alumet
01926 811677
www.alumet.co.uk
Aluminium Bending Specialists
01623 721172
www.absltd.co.uk
Aluminium Sashes
01452 616581
www.aluminiumsashes.co.uk
Amberley Doors & Windows
01453 889362
www.amberleydoorsandwindows.co.uk
APiC UK
0121 541 2121
www.apicuk.ltd.uk
Arkay Windows
01923 803923
www.arkaywindows.com
AWS Turner Fain
01905 774267
www.awsturnerfain.com
Ayton & McKeown
01733 390422
www.ayton-mckeown.com
BarnshawsAluminium Bending
0121 521 4297
www.barnshaws.com
CDW Systems
01452 414853
www.cdwsystems.co.uk
Clearway Doors & Windows
01242 513322
www.clearwaydoorsandwindows.co.uk
Crown Doors and Shutters
0191 419 4499
www.crownasl.co.uk
DortechArchitectural Systems
01484 451177
www.dortech.co.uk
Drayton Windows
01603 789389
www.drayton-windows.co.uk
Emperor Shopfitters
020 8590 4466
www.emperorshopfitters.co.uk
Fentrade
01633 547787
www.fentradealuminium.co.uk
Fineline Aluminium
01934 429922
www.finelinealuminium.co.uk
Glasshus Facades
0113 390 0126
ww.glasshusfacades.co.uk

Architectural Metalwork Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Consultants

Extruders

Finish Architectural
0121 327 0523
www.finisharchitectural.co.uk
OnLevel
0161 804 9500
www.onlevel.com
Presstek
01527 918651

Aluminium Shapes
01536 262437
www.alishapes.co.uk
Hydro Extrusion UK
01773 549300
www.hydro.com

a2n Management
07766 565027
www.a2n.co.uk
BSI Assurance UK
0345 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
Element
01902 722122
www.element.com
E P Consultants
01785 824580
NET Project Management & Consultancy
01775 712771
www.netpmcs.co.uk
Placing Leaders
01280 817835
www.placingleaders.co.uk
The Design Solutions Business
01922 277310
www.dsbltd.com
VINCITechnology Centre UK
01525 859050
www.technology-centre.co.uk
WintechTesting & Certification by UL
01952 586580
www.wintechtesting.com

3D Aluminium
01865 881403
www.3daluminium.co.uk
4 Aluminium
01733 889533
www.4ali.co.uk
Acorn Aluminium
0115 928 2166
www.acornaluminium.com
AEL
01695 732132
www.a-e-l.co.uk
AlchemyArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01922 634009
www.aaasl.uk
AlimaticArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01376 347789
www.alimatic.co.uk

CAB Members 2020

CAB Members - Buyer’s Guide 2020
The Council for Aluminium in Building’s aim is to support the interests of the architectural aluminium industry by
encouraging the increasing use of aluminium products in architecture and in the construction industry as a whole

Granada Secondary Glazing
01909 499850
www.gsecg.com
HansenFacades
0161 284 4109
www.hansenfacades.com
IDF Aluminium
0844 8000 683
www.idfaluminium.co.uk
MBE Glazing Systems
01422 311889
www.mbeglazing.com
Metalline (Services)
01543 456930
www.metalline.co.uk
NorDan Aluminium
01698 376922
www.nordan.co.uk
Norwich Aluminium
01603 327373
www.norwichaluminium.co.uk
Open Entrances
01923 277901
www.openentrances.co.uk
Openwood Facades
01268 574260
www.openwoodgroup.co.uk
Panel Systems
0114 275 2881
www.composite-panel.co.uk
Prater
01737 772331
www.prater.co.uk
Ridgeway Facades
01452 883817
www.ridgewayglazing.co.uk
Solarlux Systems
01707 339970
www.solarlux.co.uk
The Rooflight Company
01993 830613
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
The Standard Patent Glazing
Company
01924 461213
www.patent-glazing.com
TheWindowGlassCompany(Bristol)
0117 977 9292
www.windowglass.co.uk
Total Aluminium Systems
01823 353395
www.total-aluminium.co.uk
Unique Window Systems
0116 236 4656
www.uniquewindowsystems.co.uk
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AkzoNobel Powder Coatings
0191 401 2281
www.interpon.co.uk
Barley Chalu
01953 602771
www.barleychalu.co.uk
Chemetall
01908 649333
www.chemetall.com
Powdertech (Corby)
01536 400890
www.powdertechcorby.co.uk
Sherwin-Williams General
Industrial Coatings
0151 486 0486
www.synthapulvin.co.uk
Superior Paint & Powder Coating
024 7646 4676
www.sppcltd.co.uk
Tomburn Ltd
02392 692020
www.tomburn.com
United Anodisers
01484 533142
www.unitedanodisers.com
Vertik-Al
0121 608 7171
www.vertik-al.com

Float Glass Industries
0161 946 8000
www.floatglass.co.uk
Glas Trösch
0208 366 1662
www.glastroeschgroup.com
Guardian Industries UK
01405 726881
www.guardianglass.co.uk
Pilkington UK
01744 692000
www.pilkington.com
Saint-Gobain Glass
01977 666100
www.saint-gobain-glass.com

Glazing Products

Hardware

Hardware

Alpro Architectural Hardware
01202 676262
www.alpro.co.uk
AOV (UK)
01484 613612
www.aovuk.co.uk
ASSA ABLOY OpeningSolutionsUK&
Ireland
0845 873 4838
www.adamsrite.co.uk

Finishing

CAB Members 2020

Hardware

Window Ware
01234 242713
www.windowware.co.uk
Winkhaus (UK)
01536 316000
www.winkhaus.co.uk

Recyclers

Repair and Maintenance
CommercialWindows & Doors
020 8885 8585
www.comwin.co.uk

Elumatec UK
01908 580800
www.elumatec.com
Emmegi (UK)
024 7667 6192
www.emmegi.com
Haffner Murat
01785 222421
www.haffnermurat.com
Promac
01788 577577
www.promac.co.uk

Machinery Suppliers

Installers

Roofing Components

Dales Fabrications
0115 930 1521
www.dales-eaves.co.uk
Guttercrest
01691 663300
www.guttercrest.co.uk

Alutrade
0121 552 0330
www.alutrade.co.uk

Safeguard Glazing Supplies
01780 751442
www.safe-guard.co.uk

Axim Architectural Hardware
020 8685 9685
www.axim.co.uk
Caldwell Hardware (UK)
024 7643 7900
www.caldwell.co.uk
Carl F Groupco
01733 393330
www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
CiiLOCK Engineering
01455 891604
www.ciilock.com
dormakaba
01462 477600
www.dormakaba.co.uk
Dyer Environmental Controls
0161 491 4840
www.dyerenvironmental.co.uk
ERA Home Security
01922 490050
www.eraeverywhere.com
GEZE UK
01543 443000
www.geze.co.uk
HOPPE (UK)
01902 484400
www.hoppe.co.uk
L J Pratley & Partners
01277 633933
www.ljpratley.co.uk
L P Window Controls
01268 724506
www.lpwindowcontrols.co.uk
Prosale Automatic Doors
01452 729182
www.prosaledoors.co.uk
R W Simon
01805 623721
www.rwsimon.co.uk
Sapphire Louvres
01455 612222
www.sapphire-group.co.uk
SE Controls
01543 443060
www.secontrols.com
Securistyle
01242 221200
www.securistyle.com
SFS intec
0113 208 5500
www.sfsintec.biz
Sobinco
07955 282910
www.sobinco.com
Titon Hardware
01206 713800
www.titon.co.uk
VBH (GB)
01634 263263
www.vbhgb.com
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Software Design & Supply
BM Aluminium
01684 856920
www.bmaluminium.co.uk
Soft Tech (England)
0121 468 0140
www.softtech.com
Systems Design & Supply

Systems Design & Supply Systems Design & Supply

AluK (GB)
01633 810440
www.aluk.co.uk
ALUMIL Systems UK
07552 508097
www.alumil.com/uk
Aluprof UK
0161 941 4005
www.aluprof.co.uk
Architectural & Metal Systems
+353 21 4705100
www.ams.ie
Centor Europe
0121 701 2500
www.centor.com
Comar Architectural Aluminium
Systems
020 8685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk

Decalu Solutions
01249 816969
www.deceuninck.com
Epwin Window Systems
01952 290910
www.stellaraluminium.co.uk
Exlabesa
01302 762500
www.exlabesa.co.uk
HUECK UK
01905 677480
www.hueck.com
Hydro Building Systems UK
01684 853500
www.hydroextrusions.com
iKON Aluminium Systems
0121 789 9936
www.ikonaluminium.com
Jack Aluminium Systems
024 7646 7449
www.jackaluminium.co.uk
Kawneer UK
01928 502500
www.kawneer.com
Kestrel Aluminium Systems
0121 333 3575
www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
Metal Technology
028 9448 7777
www.metaltechnology.com
RAICO UK
01329 848175
www.raico.eu
Reynaers
0121 421 1999
www.reynaers.com
Schueco UK
01908 282111
www.schueco.co.uk

Thermal Barrier Products
Azon UK
01443 814657
www.azonintl.com
Ensinger Building Products
01443 678400
www.insulbar.com
Technoform Insulation Solutions UK
01789 761323
www.technoform.com
Watkiss Thermalbreak
01335 344450

Weatherproofing
Adshead Ratcliffe & Co
01773 826661
www.arbo.co.uk
Hodgson Sealants (Holdings)
01482 868321
www.hodgsonsealants.com
Reddiplex
01905 795432
www.reddiplex.com
SealEco
01698 802250
www.sealeco.com
Sherwin-Williams Diversified
Brands
01752 202060
www.geocel.co.uk

Shading Devices

AW Louvers & Ventilation
01684 274608
www.awlouvers.co.uk
Contrasol
01727809459
www.contrasol.com
Duco Ventilation & Sun Control
0333 772 7734
www.duco.eu
Renson Fabrications
01622 754123
www.renson.be

Council for Aluminium in Building, Bank House, Bond’s Mill, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3RF
Tel: 01453 828851 Web: www.c-a-b.org.uk

CAB is the essential trade body for the Aluminium in Building
sector. For further information on membership benefits
including the extensive range of free seminars on contractual
awareness, H & S and specialist technical and marketing
topics, please contact Julie Harley on 01453 828851 or email
julie.harley@c-a-b.org.uk

Alternatively go to
www.c-a-b.org.uk/about-cab/why-join
where an application form can also be downloaded.

Senior Architectural Systems
01709 772600
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Smart Architectural Aluminium
01934 876100

Design & Layour Copyright © Profinder Magazines Ltd 2020



Contact us now for a no obligation review or confidential advice.

/Purplexmarketing

@Purplexuk

/Purplexmarketing

/Purplex-marketing
Contact Us

Call 01934 808 132
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com

www.purplexmarketing.com

Strategic Marketing Consultancy
Industry Insight and Analysis

PR and Marketing Comms

Advertising and Lead Generation
Websites and Online Marketing
Branding and Creative

IN UNCERTAIN TIMES YOU NEED
A PARTNER YOU CAN TRUST

Sometimes, you need a safe pair of hands to help you navigate your journey.
Purplex is the marketing consultancy that supports companies across trade,
retail and commercial sectors. With deep industry knowledge and commercial

insight, we have the skills and resources to support your business.



DEEP BOTTOMRAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE

NOUNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
ANDUNDERSTATEDAPPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional flush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…

Heritage Officer, Cotswold Council

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

HERITAGE WINDOW
sales@timberlook.com

01253 888222 07817 816663
For more information, contactPHILMYERS

/
AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system fromAffordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.

Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

OURNEW 28-PAGE
BROCHUREWILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

TIMBERLOOK IS AMODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS

PAS24 CERTIFIED | SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q | ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

CALL US ON
01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR




